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APR 011991

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir:

TVA - BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT (BFN) UNIT 1 - DOCKET NO. 50-259 -
FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE DPR-33 - REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE REPORT
BFRO-50-259/91003

The enclosed report provides details concerning the identification of
gaseous and liquid effluent samples that were missed on two separate
occasions. As a result of the required samples being missed, technical
specifications monitoring requirements were exceeded. This report is
submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1)(B).

Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUT110RITY

g(/f k '
1 ynum, , .

Enclosure
cc: see page 2
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commiss'on*

APR 011991_

cc (Enclosure):
INPO Records Center
Suite 1500
1100 circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

NRC Resident Inspector, BEN

Regional Administration
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
Region II
101 Marietta Street, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

Thierry M. koss
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint, North

11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)
.

FACftITI HAME (1) |DOCKETNUMBER(2) LEAQLDL
ltcEOLlattL nleatllgatJai.t 1 _lal$lalR|alllJldl110LLaltN

TITLE (4) Gaseous and liquid effluent samples that were missed due to improper work activities caused
Tethnical Spic 111g1Lig2_tenvitementLiole eneeded.

_.lYIELOALIEL ! LULilVWLLi6 t IJEEORLDAll (7) I Olt!LPJACLLLIILLilNDLYIR.R]
| | | | | SEQUENTIAL | | REVISION | | | | FACILITY NAMES |DOCKETNUMBER(S)

mrtntLn._tJILAtt_YEALL.L!!VtEIR l_LnVtettitteninLIALLnAll !Alilalalaklj_A

l I I Li L| |O |O l| 91| 1

LILLolLlLlL1LILL_LAJJLLLL_L9_lAL l!J i I 1 l 10lilala10LLL
OPERAi!NG | |THISREPORTISSUBMITTEDPURSUANTTOTHEREQUIREMENTSOF10CfR$:

MODE | L.1[hetLone_g.r_nqte_of the_Lg] lowing)111)
_. (9) [fLL|20.402(b) ]._|20.405(c) L|50.73(a)(2)(iv) LJ73.71(b)

POWER | |_|20,400(a)(1)(1) L|50.36(c)(1) Ll50.73(a)(2)(v) Ll73.71(c)
LEVEL | L_|20.405(a)(1)(ll) L_|50.36(c)(2) L.|50.73(a)(2)(vil) L|0THER(Specifyin
(10L[0 1 01 01_|20.405(a)(1)(lii) la_l50.73(a)(2)(1) L|50.73(a)(2)(viii)(A) | Abstract below and in

L_|20.405(a)(1)(iv) L|50.73(a)(2)(II) |_|50.73(a)(2)(vill)(0) | Text, NRC Form 366A)
I 120405(a)(Ll.Ly} I lEQJJ11112J11]Ill l50.731111211x) L

LLCD!$ELC0tilACLLOR IHlLLER 1121
NAME | TELLEWt1E NUMBER

|AREACODE|
Ltalluemteliance.11smina_Enginee r i 2 LLLLLLLLL9 L _LLLLLLLL

_ COMPLETE ONE LINLLQR.ulAQL(Q11P,QHEHT F AILURLQLSCRIELD_ltLItill_REEORL1131

| | | | REPORTABLE | | | | | | REPORTABLE |

CAQ$Llil$liti| COMPONENT | MANUFACTURER! TO NPRDS | l[iQ$1111$J1H[JQHPQNENT IMANUFACTURERLIQ_ tLPgQLt _

l I i | I i | | 1 I I

i1 !_! I I _1 I II I .1 1 _l_L_ L.J ! L_L I i 1 ! l
| | | | | | | | | | |
| | 1i Lj_1 I I I I I I i | | | 1I (_l I 1 | L

SUEP_LLttEFJAWJ10RLLXfl.CTED (14) | EXPECTFD |Wt(l!]LDALLXIAPn
.__. L_ |SUBMIS$10N| | |

| YES ilf ves. coe!p_lele EXPECTED SQQ.dl,$1EQ(fE) I x LHO l DATE (15) LJ_j. I I L
ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e., appre.ximattely fif teen single-space typewritten lines) (16)

On March 1,1991, TVA discovered that a liquid sample and a gaseous ef fluent flew
rate measurement were missed. Althcugh a Radiochemical Laboratory _ Analyst (RLA) had
documented that the work activitics tere completed, security keycard data could not
support that the RIA was in the sampling areas at the ttne of the sampling. TVA,
therefore, believes that technical requirements were "c'. met and submits this report

in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a) G)(1).

The root cause of this event was poor work practices. Specifically, the RIA signed
off steps in surveillance instructions (sis) that he personally did not perform. A

contributing factor to this event was inadequate supervision in that the chemistry
shift supervisor did not ensure compensatory sis were completed when performed. >

Immediate corrective actions were to notify the Operations Manager and to remove the
affected RLA from safety related activities. The long-term corrective actions to
preclude recurrence are: (1) appropriate personnel corrective actions were
administered to chemistry personnel, (2) TVA is continuing to investigate this
event, (3) chemistry personnel were retrained or their responsibility when
initialir.ing steps in procedures, (4) chemistry managers are required to review and
sign-off compensatory SI data on a shift-by-shift basis for completeness and
accuracy, (5) chemistry compensatory sis will be revised to include sign-off spaces
for chemistry managers, (6) chemistry management conducted a review of chemistry
laboratory work activities, and (7) a site-wide memorandum on the significance of
signatures has been written.

,
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( LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)'

TEXT CONTINVATION

FACILITY NAME (1) |DOCKETNUMBER(2)J RRJ MUER_16) | L_EAGL111__ _

| | | | SEQUENTIAL | | REVISION | | | | |
| hwLl| NVMBER LJJMDIRJ | | | |
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TEXT (If more space is required, use additional NRC form 366A's) (17)

DESCRlfl10R_DE__ EVENT

On March 1, 1991, TVA discovered that gaseous and 11guld compensatory measures
were not performed as required by technical specifications 1 that is, whenever an
efflue ' radiation monitoring (IL] equipment is inoperabic compensatory measures
must be p;rformed. The gaseous effluent flow rate measurement for the
reactor / turbine building ventilation system (VA) was missed on December 5,1990
at 0400 hours, while the liquid sample for the raw cooling water (RCW) system
(KG) was missed on December 11, 1990 at 1003 hours. TVA arrived at the
conclusion that these work activities may not have been conducted after an
investigation of discrepancies in surveillance instruction (SI) data entries.
Many of the discrepancies were resolved after supporting evidence corroborated
that the tasks were performed. However, TVA concluded that one RLA did not
conduct two required work activities.

On December 30, 1990, the chemistry section became aware of a discrepancy
between compensatory SI data entries and refuel floor access logs as a result of
an investigation for LER BFR0 50-296/91005. This investigation identified that
a Radiochemical Laboratory Analyat (RLA) (utility non-licensed) was not signed
in on a refuel floor log sheet at the time a flow measurement was allegedly
performed.

Following a preliminary chemistry organization investigation of several apparent
discrepancies, TVA turned the investigation over to the quality assurance (QA)
section on January 18, 1991. The QA investigation reviewed SI data sheets and
security logs for a seven-week period, and identified 18 potential missed work
activity discrepancies. Of the 18 diacrepancies, 17 involved missed gaseous
sample flow rate measurements and/or sampics, one implicated a missed liquid
sample. TVA found supporting evidence to corroborate performance of 16
potential discrepancies.

On March 1, 1991, TVA concluded that two discrepancies could not be corroborated
and reported this event in accordance with applicable regulations.

During this event, all three units were defueled and no fuel handling or
operations over the spent fuel were performed. The technical specifications

requirements to obtain continuous air monitor (CAM) compensatory sample flow
rate measurements every four hours and RCW samples every eight hours were not
satisfied. Therefore, this event is reportable under 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1).

a
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (tER).

TEXT CONTINUAT10N

TACILITY HAME (1) --|DOCKETNUMBER(2) [ LER WtjQEfL(f.l__-..| | PAGE_(1)

|- | |-|$EQUENTIAL| | REVISION | |- | j|
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TEXT (If more space is required, use additional NRC foem 366A's)-(17)

. ANALYSIS OF EVENT

-Upon analyzing both missed activities. TVA concluded that the consequences of a
release for these missed work activities did not have a significant affect to
the environs.

: Gaseous Sampig

CAMS.take-an-isokinntic sample of various exhaust ventilation effluents and the
release rate for , a activity is electronically fed to the control room. A
high radioactivity or monitor malfunctions also alarm in the main control room.
Since this monitor.does not initiate an isolation signal, the system is not ,

essential during a transient or accident; consequently, no redundancy is
required.

The absence of' continuous monitoring could have resulted in an unmonitored
release to the environment when the gaseous sample flow rate measurement was ,;
missed.- An evaluation of'the available data indicated that there was a low
probability that~any radiological release-via this pathway had occurred because
of the current-plant condition. Finally, the. isolation signals for plant

| ventilation systems are-generated-from a Geiger-Mueller type detector,
externally attached to.the effluent ducts.

Li. quid Sample

RCW is required to remove-heat-from turbine associated equipmant, accessories
located in and<adjacentLto the turbine. building, reactor building closed cooling

~

: -water heat exchangers, and other reactor-associated equipment 1that utilize raw-
cooling = water.

The-~1iquid sample-missed occurred on Unit 1Lonly which has been shut down'since- .

March 1985.- Chemistry RCW samples analyzed before, as well as after the: missed
sample, have not shown radioactivity in the. effluent above background levels.-

,

Since:the' plant conditions were ' stable during-this-period, TVA presumes that'the -i

the radiological consequences to the environs are comparable to similar analyzed;
samples.- ;

'The missed chemistry activities in this event were documented.as completed.
Ellowever, security keycard logs could not support that the RLA was in the
--sampling areas.at the time of the-sampling. Therefore, TVA presumes'that_the-

L |above_ work activities:were not, conducted.
'

!
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FACILITY HAME (1) |00CAEiNUMBER(2)j LER_t1UttDELLfd._] L._fAOLill $
| | | |$EQUENTIAL| | REVISION | | | | |
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TEXT (If more space is required, use additional NRC Form 366A's) (17)

CAUSE_0E._EVENI

The root cause of the event was poor work practices. Specifically, the RLA
signed off steps in the sis that he personally did not perform. As a result,
two compensatory sample activities were missed. A contributing factor for the
event was inadequate supervision in that the chemistry shift supervisor did not
ensure compensatory sis were completed when performed.

CDERECUVI.ACUDN_

Irmnediate corrective actione were taken to correct this event. Security data

was obtained and reviewa . Extensive interviews were conducted to properly
assess the extent of '.ne problem. The Operations Manager was notified of the
problem. QA perfe;med an independent, in-depth investigation. Finally, RLAs
involved in potential deficiencies were prevented from performing safety-related
activities.

The long-term corrective actions to preclude recurrence include: (1) chemistry
personnel involved in this event received personnel corrective actions in
accordance with approved procedures, (2) an additional investigation of these
missed work activities is in progress; if additional findings are identified
that are contrary to what has been reported in this LER, 'IVA will provide a
supplemental report, (3) chemistry personnel were retrained on their
responsibilities when initializing steps in procedures, (5) first-line chemistry
managers are required to review in-process compensatory sis on a shift-by-shift
basis to ensure completeness and to ensure acceptance criteria have been met,
(4) sign-of f spaces _for chemistry nhlf t supervisors to initial will be added to
chemistry compensatory sis for verifying that each compensatory measure has been
met -(6) chemistry management conducted a two-week review of chemistry
laboratory activities to determine optimal scheduling and evaluate work
practices, and (7) site-wide memorandum on significance of signatures has been

-written.

PREY.1DU.E_EIMII.AR EVENTS

LER 259/85010 - The control room operator received an erroneous alarm from the
reactor building ventilation system.- Compensatory samples were being taken
until 2200 hours when maintenance personnel informed the RLA that the "as found"
condition showed that two of the three channels were working properly. This
interface led to the RLA-prematurely suspending required sampling. The root
cause of LER 259/85010 did not result in questionable documentation. Therefore,

this event is not directly related to the March 1, 1991 event.
,

-NRC Form 366(6-89)
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FACILITY NAME (1) |DOCKEtNUMBER(2).{ LER Nt/TERl6) _l L_._f'AGL13)
| | | |$EQUENTIAL| | REVISION | | | | |
| jyEALL__{_ INTL (R L LINmIR_l | | | |

lit 9MLI.e_tr,y Entger Plant Uni t 1 IQJElalq{Q{ 21 SL3.L9LL1. .Lo_Lo I 3 I=-LLLO_lllllodLLJ
TEXT (if more space is required use additional NRC form 366A's) (17)

LER 259/85046 - The sampling hose for the turbine building ventilation CAM was
Icft_ disconnected during a source check test. The disconnected hose was
discovered and reconnected. Even though the root cause of this event was
personnel error, the corrective actions for LER 259/85046 were adequate for the
event and did not contribute to the questionable documentation identified in the
March 1, 1991 event.

LER 259/88010 - The chemistry section was notified that the reactor building
closed cooling water beat exchanger was removed f rom service. At that time, the
RLA presumed that the k N to the heat exchanger was also isolated. Therefore,

the RLA prematurely susponied sampling. This event did not contribute to the
questionable documentation identified in the March 1, 1991 event.

LER 259/88041 - An RLA f ailed to perform a compensatory sample for the RCW
system. The root cause was due to an inadequate shif t turno"er. The system was
still out-of-service, and this piece of information was not discussed at the
shift' turnover. This previous LER did not address any questionable

'

documentation; therefore, its corrective action appears adequate and did not
-contribute to the March 1, 1991 event.

LER 259/90005 - An RLA took two of three chemistry samples in a secondary
location on the RCW system. This was due to the RLA not realizing that a third
RCW heat exchanger was in service. The root cause of this event was failure to
follow procedure. Documentation for this event was not in question, and the RLA
notified his manager that he had not taken a required sample. Therefore, this
event did not contribute to the March 1, 1991 event.

LER 296/90005 - A new reactor / turbine building ventilation exhaust monitor was
being initially calibrated. At that time, the inlet valves to_the monitor's
sample lines were closed by instrument and calibration personnel thereby
isolating a comoensatory measure sample which was being taken off the monitor.
The root cause was a poor design review for not installing a new upstream sample
point when the old sample line piping was removed. A lack of a proper design
review did not contribute to the March 1, 1991 event.

LER 259/91002 -A reactor / turbine building ventilation system effluent sample was
missed. -The sample assembly did not contain a particulate filter nor a charcoal
cartridge from January 26, 1991 through February 1, 1991. The root cause was
due to personnel error. This identifiable personnel error did not contribute to
the March 1, 1991 event.

NRC form 366(6-89)
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. FACILITY NAME (1) | DOCKET NWBER (2) ,1 LL!LtM1 DEL (61_[ LJML13) _

| | | |$EQUENTIAL| ' REVISION] | | | |:
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TEXT (If more space is required, use additional NRC form 366A's) (17)

CDtt1DMEETS

Chemistry compensatory sis will be revised to incorporate sign-off spaces where
chemical shift supervisors can initial that required compensatory measurer have
been met. These revisions will be completed by May 31, 1991.

An additional investigation of these missed work activities is in progress. If

additional findings are identified that are contrary to what has been reported
in this LER, TVA will provide a supplemental report.

Energy Industry Identification EIIS codes are identified in the text as lXX].
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